
 
 
 
 
 
Job Profile 
Become a Guide with Norwegian Guide Service (NGS) 

 
THE LOCATION 
Bergen is a vibrant and modern city, surrounded by its seven mountains and the City Fjord - and 

is home to the UNESCO World Heritage Site of Bryggen! 

 

As well as being the second largest city in Norway, Bergen is Norway's most visited city – 

serving as the gateway to the fjords to over 3.5 million visitors each year. 

 

Bergen's port is one of the busiest in Norway, and about 600,000 people visit the city by cruise 

ship each year. 

 

The peak guiding season in Bergen runs from May to the end of September. 

 

THE COMPANY 
Founded in 1991, Norwegian Guide Service takes care of over 50 local Guides to provide our 

guests with the highest quality visit to Bergen. We are part of a larger family of companies, with 

a heritage of almost 170 years, started by the legendary Thomas Bennett.  

 

Our Guides work primarily with cruise ship guests through Norway’s leading cruise-tour 

operator, European Cruise Service, covering over 80% of cruise-ship visits to Bergen. Most of 

our office team are themselves NGS-qualified guides. 

 

We rely on our rich history, striving to remain at the forefront of quality guided experiences in 

Bergen and Norway. 
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THE JOB 
As a Guide, you are responsible for creating memorable experiences of Bergen and the 

surrounding fjords for your guests. 

 

You will lead groups on specially-designed routes showcasing the different faces of Bergen, 
from two-hour panoramic city experiences to ‘full-day’ tours of the region. 
 
Guiding is not a full-time job, nor a part-time job with predetermined working hours. 
 
Guides are freelancers; they acquire the skills and knowledge to qualify for ever more 
challenging assignments. NGS is a guide service company hiring the services of Guides, 
providing them with assignments to fulfill the requests of our clients. The amount and duration of 
the assignments you can be booked for depends on your language & skills, your availability 
throughout the season and the amount and type of tours sold by our clients. Guides are then 
paid per assignment, with the rate reflecting the assignment duration and number of languages. 
 

Cruise guests usually visit Bergen within 7-12 hours - thus many Guides accept assignments 

around study, family and other work, while others fully commit themselves to the assignments 

on offer. 
 
THE CANDIDATES 
Our Guides are independent, positive, service-minded, and always flexible. They are 

self-confident, witty and charming, but also humble and caring. 

 

They are enthusiastic about sharing their knowledge and stories to fascinate others, as well as 

being very good listeners. 

 

Excellent language and communication skills are key; our Guides must speak  English and one 

or more of the following: German, Spanish, Italian, French, Dutch. 

Norwegian is not a requirement. 
 

The intensity of the cruise season varies, so Guides must be prepared to have the flexibility for 

busy and light days, as well as days free throughout the week. 

 

Our Guides are self-starters, and are able to work independently and with others to tackle daily 

challenges. 
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All Guides must take (and pass) our Guide Course in English, and be available to work in 

Bergen to work steadily until the end of August or mid-September. 

 

THE BENEFITS 
● The opportunity to share your love for Bergen with curious visitors who are fascinated by 

Norway - and earn money by doing that! 

● Working alongside passionate, interesting people that care about the human element of 

their job 

● Highly competitive pay 

● Free education and NGS certification 

● An exciting opportunity to work in your native and second languages 

● A job that connects people and is enhanced by your communication style and interests 

● A flexible work schedule that you can suit to your needs 

● The possibility of returning to guide for following seasons 

● Career opportunities within a developing network of companies 

● An environment that highly values and recognises dedication, loyalty and experience 
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